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This illustrates the relatively moderate Sri Lankan GDP growth (averaging 3.5% per annum from 1978 to 2003), but despite this, Sri Lanka's per capita electricity consumption is still somewhat lower than that of its neighbours India and Pakistan although both countries have experienced much lower per capita income levels. 1 Although these economies are not directly comparable with the Sri Lankan economy, they are the closest geographical neighbours to Sri Lanka with some direct cultural and trade links.
In 2003 about 68% of Sri Lankan households were connected to the electricity grid with household electricity consumption accounting for about 35% of total electricity consumption, and household and industrial sector consumption combined accounting for about 65% of the total 6,209 GWh [2] . Further details about the institutional background of the Sri Lankan Electricity Supply Industry (ESI) may be found in Amarawickrama and
Hunt (2005) [3] (hereafter AH). Building on AH, this paper focuses on estimating and
analysing Sri Lankan electricity demand that is the basis for forecasts of future demand up to 2025.
Previous statistical analysis of Sri Lankan electricity demand is extremely limited. As far is known there are only four previous attempts to analyse Sri Lankan electricity demand.
An early attempt was by Jayatissa (1994) [4] who estimated a number of models for both the Sri Lankan residential and industrial sectors, given that combined these two sectors accounted for about 60% of total electricity demand in 1992. Using pooled cross sectiontime series data of 178 household consumers from January 1993 to December 1993 and monthly time series data from February 1980 to October 1993 Jayatissa estimated a model for the Sri Lankan residential sector using Ordinary Least Squares (OLS). 2 Consequently, Jayatissa generated a number of different elasticity estimates, but concluded that for both data sets household demand for electricity in Sri Lanka is generally neither income nor price elastic in both the short and long run. For the industrial sector Jayatissa primarily used annual data for the period 1971-1992 and again estimated a number of electricity demand models using OLS and concluded that in general industrial demand was neither output nor price elastic in the short or long run. 3 Using annual data for the period 1960-1998 Hope and Morimoto (2004) [5] investigated the causal relationship between electricity supply and GDP using Granger causality analysis and concluded that changes in electricity supply have a significant impact on change in real GDP in Sri Lanka and therefore every MWh increase in electricity supply will contribute to an extra output of around US$ 1120-1740.
Using annual data for the period 1971-2001, AH estimated an electricity demand function using the Engle and Granger two-step methodology and found the estimated long run income elasticity to be 1.1 and the estimated long run price elasticity to be -0.003. This was used as the basis for an indicative forecast for electricity demand as part of their analysis of proposed electricity industry reforms for Sri Lanka. 2 Although it should be noted that Jayatissa did experiment with a number of alternative estimation approaches, including correcting for serial correlation (Cochrane-Orcutt procedure, Hildruth-Lu procedure, etc.) and Instrumental variables. 3 Jayatissa also used a monthly micro data set for 80 individual consumers from the industrial sector but this did not include individual firms' output for the individual consumers since this was not available. Consequently, the estimated models were poorly defined.
Finally, the generation planning branch of the Ceylon Electricity Board (CEB) 4 provide electricity demand forecasts of Sri Lankan electricity demand, but the exact methodology is not detailed.
Accurate and reliable energy demand forecasts are vital to a capital constrained developing country where the capability for the import and export of electricity is severely limited both in the present and the near future. 5 Sri Lanka, which is an island, does not have any sub sea cables from main subcontinent and, at the time of writing, there are no plans to build one given the political unrest in the north of Sri Lanka. This study therefore explores this issue by investigating how different time-series estimation methods perform in terms of modelling past electricity demand, estimating the key income and price elasticities, and hence forecasting future electricity consumption in the context of the Sri Lankan ESI. This allows for the different forecast electricity demand using these different econometric techniques to be compared indicating if the policy decisions might vary according to the chosen econometric method.
The next Section of the paper therefore discusses the different methods analyzed. Section 3 presents and explains the estimation results, with the forecasts of electricity demand for Sri Lanka up to 2025 from the different models presented and compared in Section 4.
Section 5 summarizes and concludes the study. 4 The electricity utility in Sri Lanka, which generates transmits and supplies for around 80% of Sri Lankan Electricity users. 5 Wijayathunga et al, 2001 [6] .
METHODOLOGY

Electricity Demand Function
It is assumed that there exists for Sri Lanka a simple long-run equilibrium relationship between electricity consumption, economic activity and the real electricity price characterized by:
where: E = per capita electricity demand; Y = per capita GDP; P = the real electricity price; and μ = the underlying energy demand trend (UEDT).
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In order to econometrically estimate equation (1) the conventional log-linear specification is assumed for the long-run equilibrium Sri Lankan electricity demand function as follows:
where: e t = Ln (E t );
β 1 = the long-run income elasticity of electricity demand; β 2 = the long-run price elasticity of electricity demand; and 6 This is the standard 'demand' specification used by many previous demand studies. AH did explore whether there was a role for the additional variables 'average annual temperature' and 'rainfall', but they were never found to be significant and so they have not been included in the analysis here. 7 Exact definitions and sources of the data are given as we explain them below. 8 This constant elasticity demand function is standard in energy demand estimation, favoured for its simplicity, straightforward interpretation and limited data requirements and, according Pesaran et al. (1998) [7] it generally outperforms more complex specifications.
ε t = a random error term.
In the most general specification the UEDT is stochastic (μ t ), however this can only be estimated via the Structural Time Series Model (see below) whereas for the cointegration methods the trend in the general model is deterministic and hence collapses to β 0 + β 3 t so that the most general equation (with a deterministic trend) becomes:
where:
β 3 = the annual rate of change in the (linear) UEDT.
The relationships specified in equations (2) and (3) are consistent with a number of previous studies of energy demand in general and electricity demand in particular, but it could be argued that these actually represent supply relationships. However, given the nature of electricity production and supply in Sri Lanka this is unlikely to be the case.
Over the estimation period the ESI in Sri Lanka was (and remains at the time of writing) a largely government owned and run vertically integrated monopoly, with the government setting prices (and supply during periods of output constraints); consequently, equations (2) and (3) may be regarded as demand relationships. This framework is therefore used to estimate appropriate equations for Sri Lankan electricity demand and hence produce suitable forecasting equations using a variety of cointegration methods as follows:
• Static Engle and Granger method (Static EG)
• Dynamic Engle and Granger method (Dynamic EG)
•
Fully Modified Ordinary Least Squares method (FMOLS)
• Pesaran, Shin and Smith method (PSS)
In addition the alternative approach advocated by Harvey (1989 Harvey ( & 1997 [8, 9] is also adopted:
The various approaches are now introduced and briefly explained.
Unit root tests
For most of the cointegration techniques the time series properties of the individual variables need to be investigated. In particular it needs to be determined whether the variables are stationary in levels and therefore integrated of order zero, I(0) or are non stationary and hence have a unit root and hence require differencing to achieve stationarity and are therefore integrated of order d, I(d) where d is the number of time the variable needs differencing to achieve stationarity. This is required since modelling with nonstationary variables can result in spurious relationships, whereas a combination of nonstationary variables can, in certain circumstances, result in cointegration and hence an appropriate relationship (see below).
To test for the presence of a unit root the most commonly used test is the Augmented Dickey-Fuller (ADF) test which involves estimating a form of the following equation by OLS:
where Δ is the difference operator.
The t-statistic for the estimated coefficient φ in equation (4) is the ADF statistic. However the ADF does not have a conventional student-t distribution, instead the ADF must be compared with specific tables such as those in MacKinnon (1996) [10] . Equation (4) involves the most general specification with q lags. they need to be differenced once to achieve stationarity) then this allows progression to the cointegration techniques discussed below.
2.3
Estimation of the long-run cointegrating relationships
Engle-Granger two step method (Static EG)
If all the variables are found to be I(1) then Engle and Granger (1987) [12] have shown that a long-run relationship such as equation (3) may be estimated by OLS and if the resulting residuals are stationary, I(0), then the variables e, y and p are said to co-integrate;
hence the estimated equation may be regarded as a valid long-run equilibrium 9 The choice of lag length is somewhat arbitrary, however given the sample size the choice of q=4 is seen as a prudent lag length to begin the testing down procedure. Furthermore, the formulae suggested by Schwert (1989, p. 151) [11] would suggest that given the sample size used here q should be set at 3, which is within the framework used here.
cointegrating vector. The ADF test outlined above (omitting the constant and the trend) is used to conduct the test. These are computed using a combination of the software PCGive 10.4 and Eviews 5.0.
It has been shown by Engle and Granger (1987) [12] , that this approach produces a consistent estimate of the long-run steady state relationship between the variables due to the 'superconsistency' property of the OLS estimator. However, it is not possible to conduct conventional inference such as t-tests since the lack of any dynamics renders the standard-errors and t-statistics biased and misleading. Thus a major drawback with this technique is the need just to take the estimated coefficients and long-run elasticities as given without being able to confirm whether they are significantly different from zero or not. This is an issue addressed below in some of the alternative cointegration techniques.
This has summarized the first of the Engle-Granger two step procedure. The second step involves using the information from the estimated long-run equation in a short-run dynamic equation. This is explained in more detail below following the introduction of all the long-run cointegration methods since the short-run methodology is applied consistently across all the different techniques and hence discussed after the methods to estimate the long run relationships have been introduced first.
Dynamic Engle-Granger method (Dynamic EG)
As discussed above the Static EG method produces a consistent estimate of the long-run steady state relationship between the variables due to the 'superconsistency' property of the OLS estimator. However, in finite samples these estimates will be biased and Banerjee et al. (1993) [13] and Inder (1993) [14] have shown that the bias could often be substantial.
An alternative is therefore used to estimate an over-parameterised dynamic model and derive the long-run parameters by solving the estimated Auto Regressive Distributed Lag (ARDL) since this reduces any bias, giving precise estimates of the long-run parameters.
Moreover, Inder (1993) [14] has shown that this procedure provides valid t-tests and hence tests of significance on the long-run parameters may be undertaken. In addition, it is possible to carry out a unit root test of no cointegration since the sum of the coefficients on the distributed lag of e t must be less than one for the dynamic model to converge to a longrun solution. Therefore dividing this sum by the sum of the associated standard errors gives the PcGive unit root test, which is a t-type test that can be compared against critical values given in Banerjee et al. (1993) [13] . 10 Hence an ARDL version of equation (3) is estimated using PCGive 10.4 with a lag of 4 on all the variables and the implicit long-run coefficients and associated t-statistics derived accordingly; with the equation also tested to ensure it does not suffer from any serial correlation and non-normality. Furthermore, given the long-run coefficients have valid tstatistics, variables found to be insignificant in the long-run are eliminated from the estimated equation.
Fully modified ordinary least squares method (FMOLS)
The FMOLS method is a semi-parametric approach developed by Philips and Hansen (1990) [16] for the estimation of a single cointegrating relationship with a combination of I(1) variables; such as equation (3). It makes appropriate corrections to circumvent the inference problems with the Static EG method discussed above, hence t-tests for the estimated long-run coefficients are valid. The software package Microfit 4.0 is used to estimate various versions of equation (3) with a two year lag. In addition to specifying the lag, two further choices are made: firstly, whether any of the variables included are I (1) with or without drift (which is determined by the ADF tests discussed above); secondly the type of weights used for the correction.
Pesaran, Shin and Smith method (PSS)
Pesaran, Shin and Smith (2001) To test for the existence of an acceptable cointegrating vector PSS developed the 'Bounds Test'. For the application undertaken here it involves the estimation of the following equation:
and testing the null hypothesis of 'non-existence of the long run relationship' defined by τ e = τ y = τ p = 0. The calculated F-statistic from the restriction does not have a standard distribution but contains 'bounds' depending upon whether the variables are I(0) or I(1). 11, 12 If the null is rejected for equation (5) 
Johansen method (Johansen)
The Johansen (1988) [19] approach estimates cointegrating relationships between nonstationary variables using a maximum likelihood procedure. This technique tests for the number of distinct cointegrating vectors in a multivariate setting and estimates the parameters of these cointegrating relationships. For the application here, this consists of the following three-dimensional vector autoregressive model:
where X t = [e, y, p] t as defined above, X t are fixed and ε t ~ IN(0, Σ). Equation (6) can be re-written in error correction form as: 11 Note that the intercept and/or trend may also be omitted (i.e. a 0 and/or a t set equal to zero) which require different tabulated values. 12 Hence there is no real need to test the time series properties of the variables prior to testing for cointegration, however, the cointegration test can result in inconclusive results thus requiring more information about the variables properties.
If the data {X t }are integrated of order one, I(1), then Δ{X t } is I(0) and the reduced form model (2) is balanced only if ΠX t-k is I(0). Thus, matrix Π has to be of reduced rank:
where β may be interpreted as the m × n matrix of cointegrating vectors and α is the m x n matrix of loading weights.
Given the unit root tests suggest that e, p and y are I(1) (see below) they are entered as endogenous variables in the unrestricted VAR (Vector Auto Regression) equation (6) Once this has been determined it is imposed on the system to produce the cointegrating vector(s) and associated statistics given below in the results section.
Estimation of the short-run dynamic equations for the various cointegration methods
As indicated above, the estimated cointegrating vectors represent the long-run equilibrium relationships, so that the difference from the 'predicted' values and the actual values of e t represent the annual disequilibrium errors or the error correction term, EC t , as follows:
Given the tests for cointegration, EC t will be I(0) and is therefore included in a short-run dynamic equation with the original variables e, y, and p in first difference, which given the unit root testing can be regarded as I(0) -hence avoiding the spurious regression problem.
The general specification is therefore given by: 
The preferred equation is found by selecting a restricted model by testing down from the over-parameterized model of equation (10) 
Structural time series modelling method (STSM)
The STSM differs in a number of ways from the cointegration approaches discussed above. In particular, the order of integration of the individual variables is not crucial, it allows for an unobservable stochastic trend and the short-run and long-run effects are all other short-run equations (see below). 14 Note this is the most general specification, whereas in the actual results not all variables are included (see the results section below for details) and due to this and different estimates of the β's the EC t terms will be different for each cointegration technique.
estimated via one equation, hence a dynamic version of equation (2) for Sri Lankan electricity demand is specified as follows: 
Where µ t is assumed to have the following stochastic process:
Equation (12) represents the level of the trend driven by the white noise disturbance term, η t and equation (13) represents the slope of the trend driven by the white noise disturbance term ξ t . The shape of the underlying trend is determined by σ ξ 2 and σ η 2 , known as the hyperparameters. 15 Its most restrictive form occurs when both σ ξ 2 and σ η 2 are zero and the model converts to the traditional deterministic trend model similar to equation (3).
The estimated equation consists of equation (11) with (12) and (13) . All the disturbance terms are assumed to be independent and mutually uncorrelated with each other. As seen above, the hyperparameters σ η 2 , σ ξ 2 , and σ ε estimates of the slope disturbances (known as the slope residuals). 16 The software package STAMP 6.3 (Koopman et al., 2004 [20] ) is used to estimate the model.
ESTIMATION RESULTS
Data
Data used in the estimation consists of annual data over the period 1970 -2003 inclusive. However for simplicity the average electricity tariff has been utilised; nevertheless it is appreciated that sector wise estimation might be more appropriate in certain circumstances.
Unit root tests
The calculated ADF statistics from testing the time series properties of the variables are given in Table 1 . It can be seen that for e, y, and p the null hypothesis of a unit root cannot be rejected indicating that all three variables are non-stationary in levels. Consequently, the ADF statistics from testing the time series properties of the first differences of these variables are also given in Table 1 and it can be seen that for Δe, Δy, and Δp the null hypothesis of a unit root is rejected indicating that e, y, and p are stationary in first differences; that is integrated of order one, I(1). NB: {c, t, n} indicates the inclusion of a constant (c), the inclusion of a time trend (t) and the number of lags (n) in the ADF regression and * indicates the rejection of the null hypothesis of a unit root at the 1% level (based upon MacKinnon (1996) [10] ).
Engle-Granger two step method (Static EG)
Given that e, y and p can all be regarded as I(1) the long-run electricity demand relationship can be explored as explained above using the Static EG method. Therefore, initially equation (3) was estimated but the estimated coefficient on p was positive. A positive coefficient for p might indicate that the estimation is picking up a supply relationship rather than demand. However, any interpretation is difficult with the Static EG procedure given that the standard errors and t-statistics are not reliable. However, results from alternative approaches applied below such as the Dynamic EG, FMOLS and PSS, where the standard errors and t-statistics are reliable produce estimates of the coefficient on p that are not significantly different from zero; hence consistent with the decision to drop p from the Static EG approach. Furthermore, the two approaches where the coefficient on p is significantly different from zero (Johansen and STSM, where the standard errors and t-statistics are reliable) find a negative coefficient for p; supporting that assumption that an electricity demand relationship is estimated. 20 The ADF tests for the residuals from the estimated cointegrating equations are undertaken without a constant or trend so only the number of final lags are indicated (after testing down). Furthermore, similar to Table 1 , * indicates the rejection of the null hypothesis of a unit root (so that in this case the residuals are stationary and hence indicates that there is a cointegrating relationship) at the 1% level (based upon MacKinnon (1996) [10] ).
Cointegration is accepted for both equations given the significance of the ADF statistics.
The estimated long-run price elasticity is -0.02 for the first equation, significantly higher (in absolute terms) than that in AH. The estimated long-run income elasticities differ somewhat ranging from 0.99 to 1.76 compared to 1.11 in AH. The estimated UEDT for the second equation suggests an increase of about 2½% per annum (slightly above that in AH).
Therefore, although this is not reflecting any improvements in technical progress or increases in energy efficiency it is not rejected given the arguments by Hunt, et al. (2003) [22]. Instead, it is assumed that it is picking up other exogenous effects that are leading to an increase in electricity consumption -quite possibly one important factor being the increase electrification over the estimation period. The difference to AH resulting from an extra two observations is of some concern; as is the instability across the two estimated equations. In part this is due to the problems of not being able to undertake any proper inference in the first stage of the static EG approach which is addressed in some of the alternative methods considered below. But given the difficulty of deciding between the two estimates both are used in the separate estimation of equation (10) Both equations pass all diagnostic tests but both required intervention dummies for 1989 and 1996 to take account for the restricted demand due to planned power cuts in drought years. All coefficients are statistically significant in both equations with the coefficients on the error correction terms both of the right sign, but with a variation in size; equation (16) suggests that just over 40% of any disequilibrium is adjusted in each year whereas equation (17) suggests over 25%. This compares to just less than 75% in AH. No role could be found for the change in prices (Δp) in either equation whereas there is a strong estimated impact income elasticity in both equations of 1.9 and 1.8 respectively; compared to 1.5 in AH. The differences between this estimation and that in AH are due to the different data periods, but also the inclusion of the intervention dummies for 1989 and 1996.
Dynamic Engle-Granger method (Dynamic EG)
The preferred derived long-run equation for the Dynamic EG method is given by: intervention dummies. All coefficients are statistically significant at the 10% level but again there is no role for Δp and an estimated short-run impact income elasticity of 1.8.
The coefficient on the error correction term is significant and of the right sign and reasonable magnitude. This suggests that almost half of any disequilibrium is adjusted for each year; closer to the second Static EG specification.
Fully modified ordinary least squares method (FMOLS)
When conducting the ADF unit root tests above they all included a constant so that all three variables may be thought of as being I (1) Similar to most of the short-run dynamic equation (21) passes all diagnostic tests with the two intervention dummies, there is no role for any Δp terms, and the estimated impact income elasticity is 1.8. However, the coefficient on the error correction term suggests that just over a third of any disequilibrium is adjusted for each; above the first Static EG estimate but below the rest.
Pesaran, Shin and Smith method (PSS)
Finding evidence of a unique cointegrating vector for Sri Lankan electricity demand proved difficult. Although initial results from the PSS Bounds tests suggested that a long run relationship might exist between all three variables e, y, and p whenever the long-run relationship was estimated the price variable (and trend) always proved to be insignificant.
Hence the long run analysis was restricted to just e and y so that a number of different lags were considered for equation (5) (including up to j=4) but dropping the p and trend terms.
The results from these tests are given in Table 2 and show that for a lag of one year the PSS Bounds test statistic is greater than the upper bound value suggesting that there is a long relationship between e and y and furthermore y may be regarded as the forcing variable. However, for the other lags this is rejected. This gives an estimated long run income elasticity of 1.71; very similar to that obtained for equation (14) for the Static EG, the Dynamic EG, and the Johansen approaches. Equation (22) is used to form the error correction series and estimate the short-run dynamic equation, with the preferred specification given as follows: Equation (23) passes all diagnostic tests, but in this case only the 1996 intervention dummy is needed. Again there is no role for Δp but the coefficients for all remaining variables are statistically significant at the 10% level at least. The estimated short-run impact income elasticity is about 1.9 and the coefficient on the error correction term suggests that almost half of any disequilibrium is adjusted for each year, similar to the second specification for the Static EG method and the Dynamic EG method.
3.7
Johansen Method (Johansen) Table 3 shows the Trace and Maximum Eigenvalue statistics to test for the number of cointegrating equations from a VAR with a two year lag that includes e, y and p but no trend. As explained above, initially a restricted trend was specified but since the coefficient on the trend was always not significantly different from zero at the 10% level it was omitted. As stated above t was omitted since it was not significant, however, unlike the dynamic EG, p proved to be significantly different from zero, even at the 1% and of the right sign so it is maintained, suggesting a long-run price elasticity of -0.04 -almost double that obtained from equation (14) from the Static EG method. The estimated long-run income elasticity is however similar to equation (14) for the static EG method and the Dynamic EG method.
Equation (24) is therefore used to derive the error correction term and used to estimate the short-run dynamic equation, and following the testing down procedure, the preferred estimated short-run dynamic equation for the Johansen method is given by: Equation (25) passes all diagnostic tests, but in this case with only the 1996 intervention dummy, All coefficients are statistically significant at the 10% level but yet again there is no role for Δp and an estimated short-run impact income elasticity of 1.8 The coefficient on the error correction term is significant and of the right sign and magnitude -suggesting that almost half of any disequilibrium is adjusted for each year, similar to the second specification for the static EG method and the dynamic EG method.
Structural time series model method (STSM)
Unlike most of the above, the short-run and long-run are estimated by the same equation with the STSM method. Following the testing down procedure outlined above the preferred equation is given by: Where μ t = -15.257 with a slope of -0.0081 at the end of the period. 24 The idea that there is a two year delay in the response of electricity consumption to a change in real electricity prices (as suggested by the estimated equation) is arguably unlikely; despite this result being statistically acceptable. Nevertheless, it is maintained given the prime reason for the estimated equation is to undertake medium to long term forecasts and scenarios, so that the implicit long-run elasticity is the key parameter, not the short run adjustment.
Comparison of Long Run Elasticity Estimates
all very similar at about 1.7. The estimated long-run price elasticity ranges from 0 for the Static EGII, Dynamic EG, the PSS and FMOLS methods to -0.06 for the STSM method with the Johansen method giving -0.04 and the Static EGI an estimate of -0.02. Therefore even the largest estimated price elasticity (in absolute terms) would suggest that this has only a very limited effect on the demand for electricity in Sri Lanka. This is not too surprising given non-market driven prices in Sri Lanka as in other developing countries as identified by Dahl (1994) [23] . Before doing this, in addition to comparing the long run elasticity and trend estimates, it is informative to consider the estimated impact elasticities and the estimated speeds of adjustment presented in Table 5 . It can be seen that for the cointegration techniques there is a higher degree of consistency across the short-run income (and price) elasticities than for the long-run estimates; which is despite being conditional on the different long-run cointegrating vectors. However, given the structure of the preferred specification for the STSM method the impact elasticity is not only higher than the cointegration approaches it is also identical to the long-run estimate.
Furthermore, the estimates for the cointegration models result in what is arguably an odd situation where the short-run impact elasticity is higher than the long-run, whereas a-priori the opposite is expected. However, this is not unknown in previous estimates: for example Hunt & Manning (1989) [24] found a similar relationship for the UK aggregate energy demand arguing that this could arise from the inflexibility of the energy-using capital and appliance stock of firms and households so that an increase in income results in an immediate increase in the derived demand for energy in the short-run, but this derived demand reduces in the longer term as more energy efficient machines are installed. This might therefore be the case of the electricity using appliances in Sri Lanka and the efficiency improvement and energy saving programmes implemented over the past years by CEB and other energy sector organisations. Although, it is worth noting that it may be the effect of inadequately modelling the effect of energy efficiency on Sri Lankan electricity demand in the cointegration techniques where the underlying energy demand trend is either omitted or restricted to be constant over the whole estimation period;
whereas the STSM attempts to take account of this phenomenon, hence the identical shortrun and long-run elasticities. 25 Finally, despite the similar short-run impact elasticities the speeds of adjustment do differ somewhat given the different long-run elasticities and hence error correction terms.
FORECASTING RESULTS
Final forecast equations
For the cointegration techniques the error correction equations are substituted into the short-run dynamic equations and simplified and consolidated to give the equations used for the forecasts. These are shown in Table 6 along with the forecasting equation for the STSM method which is just the estimated equation above, with the trend declining by the estimated slope at the end of the estimation period. These are therefore used to drive the forecasts and scenarios below. 25 More discussion about this argument can be found in [25] 
Forecast assumptions
Using the consolidated equations in 
Forecasts
The base case forecasts are illustrated in Figure 3 and presented in detail in the Appendix.
The peak load is calculated by using actual loss levels for 2002 and 2003 and thereafter loss levels as predicted by LTGEP (Long Term Generation Expansion Plan), 2004, CEB [24] and a system LF (Load Factor) of 55%. 31 In addition Table A1 and Table A2 very similar to those given here using the six methods up to 2018 but thereafter the CEB forecasts are notably higher. However, it is hard to judge whether this is just coincidence or not, given that it is not very clear how the CEB forecast has been generated. It would appear that it is by a bottom up engineering approach, which might explain some of the differences post 2018, but it is also not clear what forecast assumptions CEB used in 29 It is assumed that when the political prices are replaced with MC (Marginal Cost) based prices initially there will be an average price rise of around 40%. 30 It is appreciated that this assumption rests heavily on the implementation of electricity sector reforms in Sri Lanka and its success subject to a high degree of uncertainty. However, given the very low estimated price effects in the models the effect on the forecast is very small. Hence, the assumed change in price over the forecast does not significantly affect the forecast results.
generating their forecast, which might be the reason for the similarity up to 2018 and the difference thereafter. Either way it is arguably encouraging that there is at least some degree of similarity since, as argued by Adeyemi and Hunt (2007, p. 698) [28] , when forecasting future energy demand "it is usually preferable ... to combine both 'top-down and 'bottom-up' techniques"; so a divergence between the two techniques is to be expected, but at the same time a degree of consistency -which is the situation here. The base case (central) forecast is compared to the 'high' and 'low' scenarios in Figure 4 and presented in detail in the Appendix (Table A3 ). Figure 4 shows that peak demand in the high case scenario is about double the base case and that of the low case scenario is about half of the base case in 2025. This shows the uncertainty of longer term demand forecasts due to the variation of mainly per capita GDP of the country. This makes the planning risk higher for Sri Lankan authorities compared to countries with more stable economic growth rates. 31 Average LF for 1986-2000 is around 55% as mentioned in AH [3] . This assumption is used by CEB in its LTGEP, 2004 for the prediction of peak MW. 
SUMMARY AND CONCLUSION
This paper has explored the effect of using different econometric estimation techniques to model Sri Lankan electricity demand. It has shown that there is some variation in the estimated results both in terms of the preferred specifications and resultant coefficients. In particular the estimated long-run income elasticity ranges from 1.0 to 2.0 and the estimated long run price elasticity from 0 to -0.06. There is also a wide range of estimates of the speed with which consumers adjust to any disequilibrium, although the estimated impact elasticities tended to be more in agreement; the income elasticity ranging from 1.8 to 2.0 and the price elasticity zero for all estimates. Furthermore, the estimated effect of the underlying energy demand trend varies between the different techniques; ranging from being positive to zero to predominantly negative. This highlights the importance, when attempting to forecast electricity demand or construct various scenarios using a causal econometric relationship, that a range of techniques should be used where there is no clear statistical rationale for favouring one over another rather than just having a blind faith in one technique.
Despite these differences the forecasts from the six different techniques look fairly similar up to 2025 which will be encouraging for the Sri Lanka electricity authorities who can have some faith in the models used for forecasting. 32 However, as shown in Section 4 by the end of the forecast period in 2025 the difference between the base case lowest and highest forecasts amounts to around 452 MW in forecast peak demand; which, considering its current status, for a small electricity generation system like Sri Lanka's with the single largest generation unit size is around 120 MW, represents a fairly considerable difference of about 6%. Hence the chosen econometric work potentially has a significant impact of the policy decisions in the Sri Lankan electricity supply industry in the long run.
In summary, there is a huge uncertainty of the longer term demand forecasts due to the variation of mainly per capita GDP of the country. This makes the planning risk higher for Sri Lankan authorities compared to countries with more consistent economic growth rates. 
